


WHAT IS PROXIMITY MARKETING?

EXAMPLE OF 
PROXIMITY 
MARKETING

EXAMPLE OF A PROXIMITY DEVICE

Brands of all sizes are growing their presence by using new Beacons technology
to create multiple touchpoints, and connect with multiple points of sales, instantly.

Increase your engagement and success rate of promotions and loyalty programs.

Collect customer information to deliver them a quality experience, based on an
individual’s location or past in-store shopping behavior. Easily boost in-store sales!

Proximity Marketing uses Beacons - tiny devices that can be placed anywhere. 

Using Bluetooth technology, the device sends your push notifications to mobile 
devices within 100 yards, or closer in range to the exact location the device is placed.

Our iPhone and Android apps provide easy access for you to manage ads instantly. 
Each device is water-resistant and comes with a 12-month battery life.

Track page views, clicks and other analytics on every device, 
for every campaign in real-time.

570
MILLION

smartphones are 
compatible with 

Beacon signal (BLE).

73%
of customers make 
in-store purchases 

after receiving a 
Beacon advertisement

1/5th
the cost of competing 

technologies in today’s 
digital advetising market!



HOW IT WORKS

*Industry Case Studies

“You just walked by your best deal of the year! 
Come in and save storewide today only!”

The combination of brand exposure in the city, combined with proximity alert and 
durable mobile brand experience yielded 4x the store visit rate of similar mobile 

marketing/proximity programs available, in market today. 

In fact, of those shoppers who received the alert and explored the experience on their 
phone, 65% actually visited the retailer’s location(s).

A well-known apparel retailer wanted to test the impact on retail store traffic 
when mobile proximity-based offers were combined with their 

back-to-school branding campaign. 
 

Beacons were affixed to street advertising placements to “sight” and then 
message to potential shoppers, and in the entrance to participating stores 

to record the visits triggered by the program.

When a ShopAdvisor app user passed a Beacon they received a customized, 
mobile push alert notifying them of a nearby deal from the retailer.



CASE STUDIES

American Eagle Outfitters

Offered customers rewards through push notifications for using 
their fitting rooms. Customers who received the offer were 

more than twice as likely to try on clothing as those who didn’t. 
In total, more than 10,000 customers took part in the trial.

Elle Magazine

Beacon-powered its 30th anniversary celebratory edition in collaboration with 
ShopAdvisor and RetailMeNot. Any consumer who had opted for a push notification 

was notified when he/she was within a mile of a product suggested by Elle. 

The magazine generated an engagement rate of 12% merely through the use of 
mobile channels and 500,000 in-store visits driven by beacons in five weeks. 

Elle plans to continue with the program.

*Industry Case Studies



We applaud you for thinking outside-the-box with this cutting edge technology!
Let’s place your puzzle’s final peace and see the bigger picture.

Our top-priority is in investing your dollar as we would our own to pro-actively
monitor, re-optimize and continue evolving your campaign. We re-allocate efforts 
and costs, making each dollar stretch further and greater as the campaign grows.

No long-term contracts! 
Campaigns can go live in a matter of hours!

*Note:  We strongly recommend a minimum 3-month campaign for a 
broader understanding of your ROI.

WHAT NEXT?

Being a Lucid Artist means lighting the way and doing what has yet to be done.
Our motivation is your innovation; let’s share your brand with the world.

Geo Fencing  •  IP Targeting  •  Proximity Marketing  •  Contextual Marketing 
Adword  •  SMS Marketing  •  Audio & Video Production  •  App & Web Design 

Traditional Mailing  •  Printed Material

integrate your marketing

It’s a win-win



LETS GET STARTED 
CREATING TOGETHER!

720.724.8535 
INFO@LUCIDARTISTS.COM


